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 The advantage of multilevel inverters is to produce high output voltage 

values with distortion as minimum as possible. To reduce total harmonic 

distortion (THD) and get an output voltage with different step levels using 

less power electronics switching devices, 15-level inverter is designed in this 

paper. Single-phase 11-switches with zero-level (ZL) and none-zero-level 

(NZL) inverter based on modified absolute sinusoidal pulse width 

modulation (MASPWM) technique is designed, modelled and built by 

MATLAB/Simulink. Simulation results explained that, multilevel inverter 

with NZL gives distortion percent less than that with ZL voltage. The THD 

of the inverter output voltage and current of ZL are 4% and 1%, while with 

NZL is 3.6% and 0.84%, respectively. These results explain the effectiveness 

of the suggested power circuit and MASPWM controller to get the required 

voltage with low THD. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The power inverters are designed to convert direct current (DC) voltages to alternating current (AC) 

voltages. The obtained AC voltages should have low distortion to keep the safety of the equipment. The high-

power multilevel inverter circuits have more benefits than obtained from the conventional types. The 

generated different step levels of the output voltages for the intended multilevel inverters should be as sine-

wave as possible with lowest distortion (THD). Earlier, in symmetrical cascade inverter, each H-bridge cell 

in the multilevel cascaded H-bridge inverter has the same single DC input voltage with four power switching 

devices. To increase output levels in the AC voltages, DC inputs and switch devices should be increased. 

Therefore, the total cost of the system also will increase [1], [2]. The fast improvement of power electronics 

switches increases the required power converters with high performance and power quality applications [3]. 

Multilevel inverter can achieve the fundamental and high switching frequency based on PWM [4]. Increasing 

the multilevel inverter output voltage levels improve power quality of the output AC voltage and reduce THD 

[5], [6]. Different DC voltage values with lower power switch devices used past years to obtain high output 

voltage levels. Several control techniques presented to control the power electronics devices to get quality in 

the output waveform such as sinusoidal PWM, selective harmonics elimination PWM, space vector PWM, 

and multiple carrier SPWM [7]-[13].  

In 2018, Geetha and Meenadevi [14], a new cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter (MI) with less 

power switches were proposed. This MI uses 7switches to provide 15-level output depending on SPWM to 
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reduce the difficulty of switching. The THD of the output voltage was 12.77% for resistive load and 8.98% 

of RL load. In the same year [15], cascade H-Bridge 15-level inverter based on cascade cells connection with 

reduced number of switches is suggested. The MI is used to drive three phase induction motors for variable 

speed applications. The suggested method uses 10 switches to obtain 15-level output voltage. The THD 

obtained for the output voltage is 6.86%. Also, in 2018 [16], three cells inverter with 12-swithes and three 

input DC sources of (1, 3, 9) Vdc was simulated by MATLAB to get 27-level output voltage made on a 

modified absolute sinusoidal PWM (MASPWM) strategy. The AC voltage and current distortion values of a 

three-phase circuit and resistor–inductor (RL) load were 0.67% and 0.0857%, while with single-phase the 

THD values were 1.165% and 0.238%, respectively. In the same year [17], single-phase 127-level inverter 

with 16-swithes was built. The THD of the output voltage was 0.96%. In 2019 Ramachandran et al. [18], 15-

level inverter with less semiconductor switches were suggested to reduce cost and THD and increase the 

number of output levels. The number of switches that used to give a 15-level output voltage was 8-switches, 

while the output voltage distortion was 2.09% of RL load. In the same year [19], a 13-level inverter with less 

power electronic devices and dc voltage sources was designed. The output voltage THD with zero-level (ZL) 

and with none zero-level (NZL) inverter was 9.5% and 12.5%, respectively. This topology has 12 switches 

and 4 dc sources. While reference [20] used circuit with 10 switches and 3 dc sources to a get 15-level 

inverter with three dc sources. The THD of the output voltage was 4.9% with resistive load. Additional in 

2019 [21], Multi-carrier SPWM technique with 15-level inverter was simulated and compared with 

conventional types at 1kHz and 2kHz carrier frequency. The number of switches used in this technique is 28. 

The lowest distortion value of the output waveform at 1kHz is 6.71%, while with 2kHz is 6.59%. In 2020 

ANTAR et al. [22], the same power and control circuits suggested by [16] used for sensorless speed and 

torque control of an induction motor at different operating conditions. The system gave good response and 

quality. Also, in 2020 [23], 10 power switches with three DC sources were used to produce a 15-level output 

voltage at constant duty cycle and frequency. In 2021 Subki et al. [24], level shifted multicarrier PWM based 

on phase disposition and opposition disposition with alternate phase opposition disposition techniques was 

compared with the phase shifted PWM technique to produce 11-level output voltage.  

As a continuation of the previous study to gain a full understanding of the MI with lower power 

electronics switching device and good power system quality, a new structure of single-phase 15-level inverter 

based on MASPWM technique is suggested and modeled as illustrated in Figure 1. This circuit is designed to 

give different levels of output voltage with THD as minimum as possible. The MASPWM algorithm is used 

to trig the MI’s switches. Consequently, improving the power quality in the system and get required output 

voltage is very important. The novelty of the suggested system is to get different output voltage levels with 

less switching devices and minimum distortion. The contribution of the recommended study is to improve the 

power system quality that raises the electrical power efficiency. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Proposed 15-level inverter topology 
 
 

2. PROPOSED 15-LEVEL INVERTER TOPOLOGY  

A new topology of MI has been designed to get 15-level output voltage as illustrated in Figure 2 (a). 

In the conventional MI circuit, a number of the main switches and dc sources to get any number of voltage 

levels are given by: 
 

No. of switches = 2(m–1) (1) 

 

No. of dc sources= (m – 1)/2 (2) 
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That means to get 15-level output voltage, the power circuit required 28-switches and 7-dc sources. 

The dc sources can be replaced by renewable energy sources to fulfill the requirements [25]. In the proposed 

circuit, a number of the main switches and dc sources are calculated as: 

 

No. of switches = (m–4) (3) 

 

No. of dc sources = (m – 3)/4 (4) 

 

The suggested topology uses 11-switches and 3-DC voltage sources (Vdc, 2Vdc, and 4Vdc) to get 15-

level output voltage. Thus, the number of switches and dc sources is reduced by 61% and 57%, respectively. 

All the 15-level cases of the proposed MI output voltages are explained in Table 1. Figure 2 (b)-(f) explains 

the connection diagram for the selected mode of operation according to switching states which is explained in 

Table 1. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

  
(c) (d) 

 

  
(e) (f) 

 

Figure 2. These figures are, (a) modeling of new proposed 15-level inverter topology, (b) selected path 

configuration with load voltage of Vdc, (c) 3 Vdc, (d) 5 Vdc, (e) 7 Vdc, (f) -7 Vdc 

 

 

Table 1. Switching table 
Output Voltage 7Vdc 6Vdc 5Vdc 4Vdc 3Vdc 2Vdc 1Vdc 

ON switches 1,4,9,11 3,9,11 1,5,9 3,4,5,9 1,4,8,9 3,8,9 1, 5, 6 

Output Voltage -7Vdc -6Vdc -5Vdc -4Vdc -3Vdc -2Vdc -1Vdc 

ON switches 2,5,7,10 6,7,10 2,5,7,8 6,7,8 2,4,7 4,5,6,7 2,3,4 
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3. MASPWM CONTROLLER 

A number of PWM techniques such as modulation frequency, harmonics mitigation, space vector, 

and carrier technique are used in multilevel power converter applications. In this study, a new control 

technique suggested by [16], MASPWM technique, is designed and used to build a novel control circuit to 

produce PWM pulses of a 15-level inverter with NZL and with ZL MI as explained in Figure 3. At the start 

of the MASPWM controller, reference signaling with range present the requested output level of the MI is 

made. The proposed control system explained in Figure 3 is utilized to sense the crossing points (+ve and -

ve) of the reference sinusoid signal and produce an absolute sine wave with magnitude depicted the needed 

level voltage. Then, the absolute sine wave is converted to discrete signal with size comply with the absolute 

sine signaling size at discrete times. The variation among the absolute sine and discrete signals gives the 

MASPWM signal as illustrated in Figure 3. This signal is compared with a triangle signal to produce the 

required PWM pulse. The next step of the MASPWM controller is programming s-function based on the 

switch states illustrated in Table 1 to reproduce pules of the switches of the MI. The suggested control system 

is built to generate the output voltage levels depending on the arrangement of DC sources.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Control circuit of the proposed MI 

 

 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The new topology of single-phase 15-level inverter with less power switching devices shown in 

Figure 2 (a) is designed and reformed to get levels higher than conventional type. To investigate the 

performance of the suggested power circuit, simulation by MATLAB/SIMULINK is carried out. The 

developed circuit consists of three DC voltage sources (Vdc, 2Vdc, and 4Vdc) and eleven main switches. The 

system is tested with NZL and ZL. The simulator results of the voltage (VS) and current (IS) with the 

spectrum analyser for 0.8-lag load are illustrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5 with NZL and with ZL. Figure 4 

(a) and Figure 5 (a) illustrate the AC output voltage and current with NZL and ZL. Figure 4 (b) and Figure 5 

(b) explain that the system with NZL gives THD better than with ZL, where the THD of (VS) and (IS) are 

4.1% and 1% for ZL, and it is equal to 3.6% and 0.84% with NZL, respectively. The MASPWM technique 

can be programmed to get the voltage and current waveforms with NZL and with ZL. The THD results of VS 

and IS of MI with less power switches at various levels are shown in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b). It can be 

seen that THD results of NZL circuit is less than with ZL circuit. These results explain that MASPWM 

controller technique gives better quality results with NZL waveforms than with ZL. The THD value of the 

load voltage and current is reduced by 13.4% and 15.5% respectively at 15-level state with NZL state. So, it 

is necessary to design MIs with NZL. The dynamic and steady-state waveform of the output voltage from 5-

level to 15-level with NZL are presented in Figure 7. 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. (a) Output MI voltage and current, and (b) spectrum analyzer of the 15-level inverter with ZL state 

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. (a) Output MI voltage and current, and (b) spectrum analyzer of the 15-level inverter 

 with NZL state 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6. THD of the, (a) MI voltage, (b) current of the proposed MI with NZL and ZL states 
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Figure 7. Different output voltage and current of the proposed MI with NZL 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

A MLI with 11 switches and three DC sources has been proposed in this paper. The key of the proposed 

multilevel inverter is to show that a multilevel inverter with less switching devices based on MASPWM control 

technique with NZL state gives THD results lower than with ZL state. The system is formed to give different 

voltage levels and minimum THD compared with conventional type. The system distortion for several levels and 

RL-load is existing. The system results explained the effectiveness of the proposed system with NZL and ZL 

states. The proposed MI with the MASPWM controller may well be used in industry-related use as low THD is 

required.  
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